Honoring our MacColl Center legacy with an eye to the future

Hello, friends and colleagues! In your first impression, you will see that the world has been a whirlwind of change. But just as the future is in store for us, it is a time to reflect on the impact our organization has had and the legacy we have created.

Seattle, WA | 98101 United States
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We at the MacColl Center would like to acknowledge that we are on the ancestral lands of the Coast Salish people, including the Osceola, Chinook, and other Coast Salish tribes. We acknowledge the historic treaties, agreements, and relationships with the Coast Salish people. We also acknowledge our responsibilities to the Coast Salish people and other Indigenous peoples for whom our work has impact.

We’d love to hear what you’re working on! Email our team:
maccoll@kp.org

Stay in touch
Coffee & Science event.
Sign up here

Upcoming conversations include:

1. Coffee & Science: Hot Topics in Indian Health
   - March 5: Building Accountability for Social Risk Screening into State Medicaid Programs
   - February 19: Understanding Patients’ Perspectives onfocus on CVD risk calculation: Can smaller clinics break through?
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